r c ifc^o,
For a, T G G, put ^(cr, T) = (x(cr),x(T))(-Jc(cr)" 1 x(T),Jc(tTT)). G is the set {{o,y)\o e G, y E Z/nZ}, with multiplication defined by We will assume in this paper that /? ^ 2 and that /? does not divide n. Let (9 be the ring of integers in k, P the prime ideal, and U the units in <9. Let C/ w = {u m | w e U}. Let # be the order of the residue class field, t a prime element of k, and e a (q -l)st root of unity in k. Let / be a character of k+ with conductor (9. We take {1, e,..., e w~l } to be representatives for U/U n . Let C = (£> T), |JC| the absolute value on k, and i/ the additive valuation. Once we fix n, we will let ( , ) m be the norm residue symbol of degree m, where m / n, whenever the symbol is defined.
Let N = {(J*) \x ek},A = {{ a Qa l)\ae k x ), and B = NA. Let N, A, B be the inverse images of N, A, B in G with respect to the canonical surjection G-+ G.
1.2. Let //bea character of A;*, and let 6 be a character of Z/nZ of order n. We will write 0()>) = /, with ? and n relatively prime. i r x { ^y)^) ifxeAo,
where a 2 = 0((T, T))" 2 /4.
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We obtain irreducible representations fx = Ind^, fi l of dimension n/2, and we will use the matrix realization corresponding to the representatives {l,r-1 ,...,r-(
For each n, whether odd or even, we obtain in this way all finite dimensional representations of A. We extend these to B and form the principal series (T^.H/i) = Ind^/2. H^ consists of all locally constant functions 0: G -• C dim * satisfying <f>(hxg) = |JC|JQ(JC)0(£), where n G iV and x = ((Q JC^1 ), y) G A Each function tf> in /f^ is determined by the function x -• 0((i?)» 1)-These are functions on k, so we take Fourier transforms and obtain a realization of 7# in a space of functions we denote by k^ (for details see [6] ). The action Tp of G on kji is given by: _ 1.3. In this paper we will study only the principal series T^ coming from unitary characters // of k x . We will determine which of these are irreducible. The element w = ((_!\ Q)» 1) = ( w '^) °^^ acts on representations fi of A by ^(JC) = fi(wxw~l). An application of Bruhat theory [1] shows that if ju and ft? are not equivalent, then Tî s irreducible. We will now determine which JLL satisfy pfl w ft. Suppose first that n is odd and 6 is fixed. Then
The characters // which satisfy this property are those of the form (i{x) = (a, x)2(e ( T J ,x)2 n for /, y" G {0,1,...,« -1}. But there are only four inequivalent /2 coming from these characters. They are the ones coming from the characters ft(x) = (a,x)2, for a G {l,fi, T, fit}. It thus suffices to consider these four characters.
Suppose now that n is even and 6 is fixed. Then 
,x) is another of these, then fi « /ii o i = A: (mod2) and j = / (mod 2). It thus suffices to consider the four characters fi(x) = (a, JC) for a e {1, fi, t r ,fiT^}. It will prove more convenient to consider (r r ,x) than (T,X). We can now state the main result of this paper. REMARKS, (a) It is also true that if n is odd and fi(x) = (a, x)i for a G {e, r r , er r }, then 7)* splits into a direct sum of two irreducible representations. This follows from the results of [6] .
(b) Since the result is well known when n = 1 or 2, we assume in the rest of this paper that n > 2.
1.4. We will assume in the rest of this paper that if n is odd, fi = 1 and ifn is even, fi(x) = (a,x), a G {l,e, T r ,fiT'}.
Suppose that / is an intertwining operator for 7^. Since / commutes with all the operators f^((^ j), 1), / is given by an End ( Proof. *(w, v)  is non-zero only if s = 0,1, or n -1. The contributions to /#(w, v) Equating the first rows gives:
a n a ni =ai n a n , (3) a 2j = 0 for 3 < j < n -2, (4) (*ia 2 ,n-i =a n -iai n ,
(1 -q" l )a\ n + a n a nn = a n a n .
Equating the ith rows, for 2 < i < (n -3)/2 gives: Now we start at the bottom row and proceed upwards. Equating the nth rows gives: An inductive step is also necessary here.
Using (1), (6), (13), and (18), we obtain We also have Recalling that a (n+3)/2 , ( n+3)/2 = a n n, (11) implies that REMARK. For small values of n 9 of course, the above proof is not precisely true, but the same method applies to these special cases. which equals zero o q = 3. If ^ = 3, however, the field cannot contain an /rth root of unity for any n > 2, and we are not concerned with the case n = 2. We now construct the matrices /^(WT" 1 , 1), for u e U. We must consider the sums Proo/. A calculation shows det/^wr"" 1 ,1) = n"=i a i+H"=i Pi-Substituting the values for a, and /?,-, we obtain the result.
In this section we complete the proof that
Letting u = 1 and e, we see that a(z~l) = a(eT~l) = a(l). This completes the proof of the first part of our main result.
THEOREM l(a).
Ifn is odd and ft =1,7^ is irreducible. In this section we assume first that n/2 is even. In this case, we may take the value of a to be one in the definition of JLL 1 . We also take ii = 1. Consider the sum r-«2 l+ s-2 + mr)(U, V) , for U, V G U.
A:=0
If r = 0 and 2i+s-2 = O(n), Lemma 2 shows that the sum is non-zero only if s = 0 or 1, when it equals 1 -q~l and -q~l respectively. the relation a(l)/^(l, 1) = Jp(l,1)0(1) . Equating the first rows gives: We now have a n = a 22 = -•• = a mm . By (31), a im = 0. Using (30), (34), (36), (38), and (41), we see that each of the elements a2,w-i,03,w-2, • • • ,0mi is a non-zero constant times a\ m and is thus zero. We conclude that a{\) is scalar.
We now proceed to show a(x) = 0(1) for each x e k x . As in the case of n odd, we will calculate det/^(a, 1), for a e {e, T"
